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Professional Experience and Curriculum Vitae
Federico Restrepo, Brand and Design Consultant

	Federico is born in Colombia (Bogota) in 1962.
	His father was a remarkable Columbian architect and his mother was Art Director at
Desgrippe in Paris.
	From his French side his environment was mainly artistic with his grand father Hervé
Baille painter of the French Navy and hisa great-grandfather Henri-Paul Nenot awarded
by the Academy of Architecture of the ‘Grand Prix de Rome’.
	
		Federico has shared his life between Columbia, Spain and France and has always
been attracted by different cultures and their diversity in expressing various forms of art.
		At the age of 16 years old, he begins painting, less than 3 years later he will exhibit
his first work in Rodez in 1981.
		He will study Logic & Philosophy at Paris La Sorbonne University but still continue
painting and designing. In 1987, as a student, he will participate to the International
Lighting Fair to present his first lighting creations. He will be awarded with the ‘Lampe
d’or’ (‘Golden Light’) by Philippe Starck. This first recognition from one of the most
famous designer in the world will convince Federico that design will be his own road in
life.
	
		Federico begins his career with collaborating with Joel Desgrippes.

	With a wealth of this first experience behind him, he will be one of the founders and
CEO of the international company ‘Raison Pure’ in 1988.

	In 1994, Federico opens his own company the ‘Atelier Federico Restrepo.
	Atelier means workrooms because the atmosphere of working together with his team,
sharing know-how, creativity, artistic design, philosophy and logic has always been his
own eclectic philosophy of working.
	Design as a process is not a solitary activity; it is the exchange that makes it into such
a mutually enriching experience.
	
		For more than 20 years now, as Designer and Art Director, Federico has been
working for the top league brands.
		More than being considered as an expert in Beauty domain Federico is also very
much demanded as Corporate Brand Consultant by Luxury brands of different sectors of
activities (Champagne and Spirits, Fashion and Leather Accessories, Watches and
Jewelry brands…). Designing packaging, logotypes, brand visual identity are also
included in his domain of competence.
	
		The international Museum of Perfumery in Grasse (France) exhibits most of his
fantastic perfume bottles. In 2008, he will be requested amongst the 10 best worldwide
Perfume Designers to create an original bottle of Perfume for this Museum.
	
		Beside his professional domain of expertise, Federico never stopped expressing his
multicultural sensitivity and creativity through other ways of creation such as designing,
painting, writing, photography….
	
		These last few years, Federico diversified his creativity with editing different books.
One book of philosophy based on his life experience has as a title « Le livre des
illusions, petits sentiers pour une meditation terrestre ». The book of the ‘le Livre
d’Heures’ is an Ode about his different sources of inspiration. Poetry has always been
one of the passions of Federico and he currently writes poems.
	
		Federico as multi-talented designer created different lines of objects such as luxury
watches for connoisseurs, men jewelry collection, pens, but also interior decoration
items such as crystal vases and carafe, lamps…
	
		Photography is also one of Federico’s hobbies as a way of immortalizing his work,
but also the beauty of a woman, of a flower, of a landscape but above all of a moment of
life.

Previous Clientele
Cardin Deborah JP Gaultier Mooving Leonard Waterman Yves Rocher Balenciaga
Bogart Ted Lapidus Chevignon Helena Rubinstein L’Oreal Garnier Scad Obao Gemey
Vichy Biotherm Patou Lacoste Estee lauder Stendhal Roger et Gallet Jeanne Piaubert
Monteil PHAS Studio Line Revlon Amora Herta Maison du café.Colgate Parfums Azzaro
Christian Lacroix Burberry Paul Smith Baccarat Poiray ST Dupont Weil Molineux Carita
Fubu (USA)Jacomo Annayake Parfums d’Orsay Lanvin Interparfums inc Lancome
Orlane Perlier Fabergé Caron Ferrari Yardley Auriege Adidas Artisan Parfumeur
Gabriela Sabatini Puma Marco’polo Kiemsey Natura Yodeyma Loewe Clio Blue Jaques
Fath Yves Rocher Benetton Perlier Van Cleef & Arpels Clarins Nuxe By Terry Decleor
Auriege Lirikos Esthederm Emprani Corée Yves Rocher Monoprix Marque Flora
Marinaction Phytomer Kao Odost laboratoire Estee Lauder Pacific group Corée Vérité
Corée Iopé Corée Lancome Kiotis groupe Yves Rocher Guerlain Roc Kelemata Orlane
Gamme Naturellement Monoprix Provitabel complements alimentaires Pommery Marie
Stuart Remy Martin CastelVeuve Cliquot Hennessy Baccardi CIVB Tag Heuer ST
Dupont Montblanc Fred Erato corporate William Christie Poiray Hermes Jacomo
Teleplastics Saint Gobain Emballages Saint Gobain Dejonqueres Chapon Ileos Zepter
group Diam Verreries Brosse Yodeyma Delacre General Bisquits, Etc…
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